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”

“ AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC:
FUNDING ”

“ Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) -- I move: ”

“ That this house expresses its concern at the unilateral decision by the Prime Minister of Australia and
the federal arts minister to close the Australian National Academy of Music and -- ”

“(1) notes the intellectual reputation and importance of this Victorian and Australian centre
for the education and development of talented musicians of the highest quality; ”

“(2) believes this  decision by the federal  arts minister sends the wrong signal  to young
Victorian and Australian artists about the importance of striving for excellence; ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“(3) affirms the importance of the Australian National Academy of Music as an Australian
cultural  institution  in  developing  talented  young  Australians  of  international  standard  in
Australia; ”

“(4) calls on the Rudd government to restore the funding in full; and ”

“(5) further calls on the Premier to publicly defend this highly regarded Australian institution
and its fully funded presence in Victoria. ”
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“This is an important motion. It is important that this chamber and this community stand up
for their arts bodies and arts heritage and ensure that arts groups receive a fair share of
federal funding and support. We have often heard the Treasurer talk about our share of
federal funding and the importance of Victoria receiving a fair shake. ”

“I have to say this unilateral  decision by Mr Rudd and his Minister for the Environment,
Heritage and the Arts, Peter Garrett, a former musician of note who should have known
better,  is  not  a  fair  shake  for  Victorians.  It  is  unfortunate  that  this  important  cultural
institution is under threat in the way it is because of the actions of the federal arts minister. I
note  that  the  national  academy is  an  important  body  that  trains  artists  to  the  highest
standards. ”

“I am conscious of the hour, but I am also conscious of the importance of this motion. Here is
a very quick history lesson. This academy was established in the early 1990s by the Keating
government. Those of us who were around and politically active at the time will remember
that Paul Keating made the decision to fund a number of arts bodies. Victoria did poorly in
terms of its total share, but one thing it received recognition for was the establishment of the
Australian National Academy of Music (ANAM). This body is designed to encourage excellence
in those who have the ability. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“It put in place a system that trains people of the highest ability in the same way as our
sportspeople  focus  on  high  standards  and that  hothouse  training  approach that  delivers
excellence. ”

“That is  what we seeing at  the Australian National  Academy of  Music,  but Mr Rudd has
chosen to peremptorily cut funding for that body. That is a sad reflection on Victoria. I do not
understand what the Rudd government is thinking or why it is doing that. I ”

“Page 65

do not understand why the arts minister has taken this decision. I make the point that a
number of solutions were discussed after this decision was made. We should restore the
funding and retain this centre of excellence. ”

“Amongst all those solutions there is no understanding that you cannot simply create these
centres of excellence out of nothing. They take time to develop and they take expertise.
There is  a  cluster  of  teachers  and people  of  great  skill  and capacity.  If  Australians and
Victorians want to see this magnificent institution closed and cut and a situation occur where
our best  and brightest  musicians go offshore,  then the way to facilitate that is  to close
institutions like this, which is a very sad reflection on us all. It may be uncomfortable to
those in this chamber that I am critical of the federal government's decision. At some levels
this is a national issue, but it is also a Victorian issue. The Australian National Academy of
Music is a very important Victorian cultural institution. It is part of our arts infrastructure in
Victoria. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“Centres  of  excellence like  the academy add to  the critical  mass of  our  arts  support  in
Victoria and in Melbourne in this case, and I certainly strongly support it. ”
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“I was very moved by the article written by Brett Dean which appeared in the Age recently
entitled 'Elite musicians need a training centre'. Liberal arts ministers at a federal level have
protected the academy, and I pay tribute to former Senator Rod Kemp for his advocacy of
this institution whilst in government. However, in the Victorian context I think the issue is
beyond party politics. We need to be prepared to see this as a Victorian issue and say that
we need to stand up for a centre of excellence that adds to our arts infrastructure but also
adds to the infrastructure of Australia. The academy happens to be based in Victoria and
adds to our national capacity to retain artists of the highest standard in Victoria. In his article
Brett Dean wrote: ”

“ Just two weeks ago, Sir Simon Rattle, principal conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic, commented:
'What you have there in Melbourne would be the envy of anywhere in the world'. ”

“That is the sort of institution that Peter Garrett has sought to cut and to close. ”

“I make the point that some solutions are out there in the ether. Melbourne University and
other alternatives have been discussed. On one level they may have some merit, but they
fundamentally miss that you cannot chop and change with institutions of this nature in a way
that imperils the cluster of critical skills. That is the risk that Peter Garrett is running with his
approach to ANAM. Even if a halfway solution is found to retain this centre of excellence, the
risk is that we might lose critical individuals and the team and cluster of people who have
made the institution what it is. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“In the interests of time I am not going to run through every laudatory comment made about
this  important  institution.  I  could  fill  a  huge  amount  of  time  by  doing  that,  but  I  am
conscious  that  is  important  that  others  have  their  say  on  this  matter  and  are  able  to
contribute. I think what is going on here is that a Sydney-centric approach is being taken. A
decision has been made by Peter  Garrett  in a way that  has not  taken into account the
importance of this institution, and the decision has been made at a distance. I understand
that there may have been breakdowns in communication between the board of the Australian
National  Academy of  Music  and Peter  Garrett's  office,  but  I  put  it  to  the  chamber  that
whatever  sequence  of  events  occurred  prior  to  the  peremptory  decision  to  close  the
academy, it is incumbent upon the federal arts minister to get this right. He should lift the
phone or take a flight to speak to people to work through whatever difficulties of issues he
had with the future of the centre. It is incumbent upon him to do that before he puts at risk
a centre of excellence. ”

“My concern is that, because of the way this decision has been taken and because of the risk
of the loss of the critical cluster of skills and the cultural infrastructure that has been built up,
there is a very real risk for Victoria now. I feel very sorry for the young musicians. I have
talked to a number of people associated with the academy, and it is very clear to me that
this is a wrong decision and a bad mistake. It is not too late to correct it, and that is why my
motion is framed in the way it is. There is an opportunity for this chamber and the Victorian
community to take a stance on this issue. I know that Andre Rieu is meeting with a number
of musicians from the academy today, and I hope that that public support will also bring
significant support and focus onto this issue. I certainly believe the federal minister needs to
rethink his position, and I believe members of this chamber have the opportunity to stand up
for Victoria to point out that this is a disappointing decision and to stand up against an
un-Victorian and un-Australian attitude. ”
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*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“ Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) -- I am also a passionate supporter of the wonderful
elite music training capacity that we have in Victoria and of the role that the Australian
National Academy of Music (ANAM) has played. Brett Dean has given terrific and creative
leadership, and John Haddad as chair has been hardworking and dedicated as the chair of
the academy's board. I have had the pleasure of interacting with Mr Haddad in particular in
recent times as this matter has come to a head. ”

“Page 66

It is important to put on the record that the Victorian government is absolutely committed to
nurturing talent of the highest calibre and encouraging excellence across the arts. Our record
speaks for itself in the commitments that we have made in the whole arts precinct and the
way it has developed and will continue to develop under this government. Last year alone we
put $10 million into music grants, both at the elite level and at the community level. The joys
of music are important to be shared at both levels. We absolutely wish to support excellence
at the highest level, and we wish to support community involvement, engagement and
enjoyment with music and all forms of the arts. ”

“The challenge we have is to try to work towards the best possible outcome that we can get
given the decisions that have been made. For better or worse the federal government has
made it very clear that its decision on ANAM is not going to be reversed. It is important that
Victorians gather around and support trying to find the best possible outcome here. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“Obviously our first concerns are for the welfare of an extraordinarily talented group of staff
and talented musicians. The next year's intake of students were looking forward to having
the opportunity to study at this institution. We are aware that the University of Melbourne is
in discussions with the federal department. If that proposal were to succeed, that would be
one example of how we would potentially be able to avoid the complete loss that would occur
if, to take up Mr Davis's point, people from Sydney were to try and plunder the resources
that have been set up at ANAM. Mr Davis needs to be a little cautious about talking down the
benefits of the bid from, for example, the University of Melbourne. ”

“I am not sure that will help. It may actually put some wind in the sails of whatever dark
forces are coming from north of the border. ”

“I suggest we all focus our attention on ensuring that through one means or another these
staff and this capacity are retained here in Victoria and that the next generation of musicians
who were looking forward to accessing this type of training will be able to do so in some
form. We must also try to ensure that the federal government is supportive of all  those
aspirations. With that I finish my contribution. ”

“ Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) -- I would like to start by stating the obvious:
music is  an important part of  everyone's lives, and of course musicians are essential  to
producing music. They are statements of the obvious, but we should bear that in mind when
we are talking about this issue. Musicians need places to learn their craft. Another statement
of the obvious is that most artists and musicians struggle financially, including in learning
their craft, because very few artists or musicians are able to be totally professional in that
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field. They usually have to have a day job. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“I know quite a lot of musicians, and most of them have to have a day job. They have to pay
the bills with their day job and be a musician after hours. ”

“The Greens acknowledge that creative artists play an essential role in Australian life and
that they should be fostered and supported. We agree that we should make sure there is
public funding for our national and artistic institutions to enable artists to access training in
artistic, professional and business matters throughout their working lives so that they can
better develop their careers. I understand that is part of the responsibility of the Australian
National Academy of Music, which is teaching those known as gifted musicians not only more
about  their  musical  craft  but  also  about  how  to  be  a  professional  musician  through
professional, business and other training. That is not necessarily just about music. ”

“Our policy says there should be a system of  grant  allocation that  is  free from political
manipulation through an independent group formally empowered to make such decisions.
What we have before us is a ministerial decision to remove funding from an institution that is
already established. There are arguments for and against institutions such as the Australian
National Academy of Music, and comparisons have been drawn between the academy and
the  Australian  Institute  of  Sport,  where  talented  sportspeople  go  through  a  process  of
selection and may be selected to go to the institute to further their progress in sporting
endeavours. There are ongoing arguments in the community about the amount of money
spent on elite sport as opposed to that spent on community-based sport, and the same
arguments could be made about the funding of elite music institutions as opposed to funding
arts and music at the community level. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“I regret that because of the short notice given of this motion being debated I was not able
to speak to anyone at the Australian National Academy of Music, so I can only go by what I
have heard and read in the press about this issue. Just today the ABC's AM program ran a
report on the issue, which said the academy has been around since 1996 and that since the
minister  announced his  intention to discontinue funding --  which I  understand has been
around $2.9 million per year -- there have been mixed reactions and strong protests. Other
reactions  were  reported  as  being  along  the  lines  of,  'Here's  an  opportunity  to  fix  the
problems that have existed within the academy'. The AM report went on to say the academy
has been accused of ”

“Page 67

misspending and that is has been subject to several reviews, and that may lie behind the
government's decision to withdraw funding. I understand the Howard government was
looking at increasing funding to the academy but that after some of the outcomes of the
reviews it decided not to go ahead with that; I am not sure what the reason for that was. ”

“Richard Tognetti spoke on the AM program about the academy being unique, saying the
decision to remove the funding was throwing the baby out with the bathwater. Basically he
was saying that if there was a problem with the board and if the board and the management
have been errant, then they should be removed and the academy, with a new board and new
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management, should continue to be funded. He went on to say there was no benefit  in
getting rid of it and that doing so sends a bad message to up-and-coming young musicians. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“A young musician was quoted on the program as saying that if it had not been for the
Australian National Academy of Music, most of the students there would have gone overseas
-- so it is retaining talented musicians in Australia. ”

“Obviously the timing is problematic and the finality of the announcement sounds as if there
is no room to move. Mr Thornley indicated in his contribution that the government will not
change its mind and that there is a need to arrive to a good outcome. However, it appears
there are discussions going on this very day, so perhaps that decision is not as final as it
might appear. Mr Thornley mentioned the possibility of the academy amalgamating with the
University of Melbourne. On this morning's AM report the comment was made that there is a
five-year hiatus between now and the university moving, so there would be nowhere for the
academy to go. ”

“The history of the academy is that it was set up under the Creative Nation program. The
arrangement was that the commonwealth would provide ongoing funding for organisations
such as the Australian National Academy of Music that had been set up under that program
and that state governments would provide the venues for them. This brings me to some
remarks I  want  to make about  the venue.  The Australian National  Academy of  Music  is
located in the South Melbourne town hall. The decision about the location was made by the
commissioners to the then new City of Port Phillip under the Kennett government. With the
academy housed at the town hall, there have been issues with the community being basically
locked out of the town hall. The town hall is not state Crown land; it is a freehold that was
bought by the former community of Emerald Hill. The academy has total occupancy of the
main hall, and no other community use is currently permitted. ”

“It is difficult to gauge the level of support and opposition in the community. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“There is vociferous opposition, but there are probably others in the community who are
ambivalent about it. Nevertheless the fact remains that the Australian National Academy of
Music is in the South Melbourne town hall, and I understand it does not pay any rent; in fact
it pays a nominal rent of $1 per year. It pays only for its utility costs, and I understand that
may not be paid in full either. ”

“Intertwined with the loss of funding for the Australian National Academy of Music is the
issue of  its  location in the South Melbourne town hall.  I  understand it  has a lease that
extends to 2016, and the council is looking at revisioning that area around the town hall.
Certainly the council  has been working with the Australian National Academy of Music to
encourage it to be more open in terms of community access to the South Melbourne town
hall. ”

“The Australian National Academy of Music runs over 100 concerts or music recitals per year
for the community, and obviously that is part of the students' repertoire in learning about
how to perform. Those concerts are open to the community, and I know they are highly
valued by the community. The academy also holds programs such as Fridays@3, which are
public lectures on all sorts of subjects to do with music. The lectures are not necessarily
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given  by  musicians  and  they  are  not  necessarily  about  music;  they  may  be  about  the
philosophy of music and all sorts of related topics. So there is some value in the Australian
National Academy of Music being in its location, but there has been criticism about the lack
of  access  by  the  community  to  this  asset  which  is  owned  by  the  community,  and  I
understand that the fact that no actual rent is paid is depriving the council of around $350
000 a year. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“I think it would be desirable for the federal arts minister to continue the negotiations he is
having with the academy, with the musicians and with the staff. Certainly the closing of the
academy would mean people would lose their jobs and students would have nowhere to go.
These are important issues that need to be looked at, but in addition is the issue I was
talking about of the academy's occupation of the South Melbourne town hall and the need for
some flexibility from the academy in that regard. ”

“The other thing I would say is that the part of Mr Davis's motion calling on the Premier to
publicly defend the highly regarded Australian institution and its fully funded presence in
Victoria  raises  the  issue  that  the  state  government  should  be  funding  that  part  of  the
arrangement. The agreement, as I understand it, under ”

“Page 68

the Creative Nation policy was that the state government would provide the venue, but in
fact in this case it is a local council that is doing that. The academy is a national body, so if
we are having a national body that is funded at a national level with the state government
supposedly providing the funding for the venue, then that is what the state government
should be doing. It is a complicated issue. We need to make sure that we support our
musicians in their endeavours to become professional, and it is important that this issue be
resolved in a positive way. ”

“ Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) -- I wish to make a very brief contribution also
in support of the motion brought to the house by David Davis expressing concern at the
unilateral  decision  by  the  Prime  Minister,  Kevin  Rudd,  and  the  federal  Minister  for  the
Environment, Heritage and the Arts, Peter Garrett, to close the Australian National Academy
of Music. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“The motion notes the intellectual reputation and importance of this Victorian and Australian
centre for the education and development of talented musicians of the highest quality; it
states that this decision by federal arts minister Peter Garrett sends the wrong signal to
young Victorian and Australian artists  about the importance of  striving for  excellence; it
affirms the importance of the Australian National Academy of Music as an Australian cultural
institution in developing talented young Australians of international standard in Australia;
and it calls on the Rudd government to restore the funding in full and further calls on the
Premier, John Brumby, to publicly defend this highly regarded Australian institution and its
fully funded presence in Victoria. ”

“I support the motion for a number of reasons. This cut in funding is not good for Victoria
and it is not good for Victoria's reputation as a major city offering cultural, arts and sporting
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attractions, especially when there is a downturn in the economy and when visitations fall. ”

“We are heavily reliant on domestic tourism, in which the arts community and major cultural
institutions play a  very significant  role.  The funding cut  is  also  not  good for  our  young
people, and in fact what disappoints me mostly -- and we hear it often from the Labor side of
politics  --  are  these  platitudes  about  supporting  diversity.  The  only  diversity  the  Labor
government seems to support is a particular diversity that it prizes, but if it is something to
do with, say, people who are gifted, whether it be in the area of the arts or sport, that sort of
support is lacking. ”

“This situation perfectly demonstrates that lack of support, as does the lack of government
support for the Victorian Institute of Sport and for athletes and the hiving off of Olympic Park
to give it to good old mate Eddie McGuire and his 50 professional sportsmen at the expense
of 50 000 young athletes in Victoria. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“They have been forced out of that particular precinct into the backblocks of Albert Park,
where they will not even be able to compete in their major national and state competitions
whilst the grand prix occurs, because the seasons overlap. ”

“We have a number of other failings in relation to youth, including the lack of support for
young  people  in  Victoria,  the  bungling  of  the  2  o'clock  lockout,  the  failure  to  provide
late-night  transport  so  that  young  people  who  come  into  Melbourne  to  go  to  clubs  or
whatever can actually get back home, and the lack of support for sport and recreational
opportunities. This situation with the music academy is symptomatic of the lack of regard
and the  lack  of  support  for  our  young people.  Mr  Thornley  talked about  how the state
government likes to encourage excellence. Nothing could be further from the truth, and I
think these examples demonstrate that to be the case perfectly. ”

“ Mr Finn -- Excellence and Labor are mutually exclusive! ”

“ Mrs PEULICH -- Yes, absolutely. I was fortunate just a couple of weeks ago to go to a
concert in the city at the Rod Laver Arena to watch the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra's
Classical Spectacular, where I received a flyer from the students of the Australian National
Academy of Music. Basically I would like to give a few brief quotes from the content of that
flyer in which they try to harness some support and encourage people to sign their online
petition. For those who have not seen that petition, it is at www.anam.com.au. They also
encourage people to send their thoughts to Minister Garrett. I would not have thought that
was sufficient. In fact I would encourage them to write to all of their members of Parliament,
including their Victorian members of Parliament. They state in the flyer: ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“ The Australian National Academy of Music is Australia's national elite training facility for talented
musicians. It is like a musical equivalent of the Australian Institute of Sport, but instead of training for
the Olympics, academy musicians train to become artists on the concert platform and in symphony or
chamber orchestras. ”

“Australians show a high degree of adulation for their sportsmen and sportswomen, but I
would expect that adulation to be extended to any talented young person, and that includes
those who engage in the arts, whether it be classical, whether it be popular or even whether
it be something that my son engages in, which is the writing of electro house music. ”
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“Page 69

Where there is a gift and where there is a talent, it is our onus and responsibility to support
and encourage their development to the highest level of their potential. ”

“Why is the academy important? As it says in this flyer: ”

“ Australia needs to train its elite musicians to get them ready for the rigours and realities of a life in
professional music making. ”

“Many of our major musical orchestras are dependent on these musicians. We know how
important  they  are  to  the  reputation  of  Melbourne  and  the  role  they  play  in  realising
Melbourne's policy of being a major sporting and cultural city. To cut funding to this academy
is very short-sighted in the context of a range of economic and other policies. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“The flyer likens the academy to a hothouse training facility equivalent to similar sorts of
international institutions -- for example, the Juilliard School in the US and the Royal College
of Music in London. The flyer states: ”

“ While musicians can receive a terrific music education at a university or TAFE college, the academy
provides a different and unique experience for its musicians. ”

“A diverse approach to producing the very best talent, including the concept of a hothouse --
a dedicated training facility -- is one that would lead to the greatest success. The difference
that the academy makes in the music community is also explained in the flyer: ”

“ The academy is currently a significant feeder into the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, the Australian
Chamber Orchestra, Orchestra Victoria, the Queensland Orchestra, the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra,
the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra ... the Melbourne
Chamber Orchestra and the Sydney Symphony, amongst others. In fact, academy woodwind players
currently occupy seven principal positions in Australian professional symphony orchestras around the
country. ”

“I believe that phenomenal success is being undermined by this very short-sighted decision.
It is a decision I have not heard being advocated for or argued against by Victorian ministers
or the Premier, John Brumby. ”

“I am greatly disappointed that this decision has been taken. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“It is short-sighted from the point of view of domestic tourism strategies and from the point
of view of supporting our well-respected cultural and arts institutions that have helped to
build Melbourne's reputation -- and the reputation that the Liberal Party has thanks to a long
and rich history in cultivating the arts over many years. With those few words I call on the
government to do what it can to force the reversal of this decision in the interests of our
music and cultural institutions as well as our young people who benefit from them. ”

“ Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) -- I have great pleasure in speaking on this motion
proposed by David Davis. Victoria has a very healthy arts community. We are well known
throughout Australia, indeed throughout the world, for producing high-quality participants in
the  arts  across  the  spectrum.  The  Australian  National  Academy  of  Music  is  in  South
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Melbourne, my own electorate. ”

“I understand the house wants to complete this debate by dinnertime, so I will speak only for
a short time. In the time I have I would like to read a quote: ”

“ The first thing is to say is that Labor has a strong tradition of supporting the arts. ”

“Who do you think this might be from? ”

“ Mr Finn -- Les Patterson. ”

“ Mrs COOTE -- Les Patterson? Any other offers? Let me think. No, this was from the then
federal Shadow Minister for the Arts at the launch of Labor's policy on new directions for the
arts  in  Sydney on 14 September  2007 --  none other  than Mr  Garrett,  who is  now the
minister. He is the very same minister who is responsible for this turnaround we are seeing
at the moment. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“This was the attitude towards young people of excellence in the arts field, and yet now we
have Minister Garrett, who has promised so much and delivered so little. ”

“ Mr Guy -- Why does Labor hate the arts? ”

“ Mrs COOTE -- I agree with Mr Guy. Why does Labor hate the arts? A closer look at the
quote indicates Peter Garrett felt the arts was important in Australia. He said that elements
of an arts policy would -- ”

“ include being clear that we must encourage and amplify the exposure that young Australians have to
the arts ... ”

“If we have any spin at all, this is it. We had Mr Garrett, in opposition, saying that young
people should be encouraged at all costs. ”

“In reality we have got him closing down the Australian National Academy of Music, which is
well known to be at the forefront of musical excellence for young people. ”

“It was salutatory to hear Brett Dean, the artistic director of the Australian National Academy
of Music, say how absolutely tragic and disappointing it was to have a musician close down a
musical academy. That is it: Mr Garrett might have been out there playing rock'n'roll  or
whatever it was he did, but let me tell you he is not interested in the arts at all now. He
should be ”

“Page 70

”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“putting his money where his mouth is. We should be making quite certain that we continue
to have artists of excellence in the future. ”

“ Mr Drum -- He should give it back. ”

“ Mrs COOTE -- I agree with Mr Drum: give the money back. It is very simple. ”
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“It is important to understand that under a series of arts ministers, starting with Richard
Alston in the Howard government and then with Rod Kemp, the arts in this country was
supported to a great degree. I know for a fact that Richard Alston put a significant amount of
support into what became AbaF (Australia Business Arts Foundation) and has been seen
worldwide to be in support of the arts. At that time there was a great deal of funding put into
sport, because it has been Australia's culture for corporations to support sporting facilities
and organisations. ”

“However, Richard Alston saw that this was also a good way to support the arts, and he
established what became AbaF. He has successfully looked into models where you can have
arts  bodies,  private  organisations  and  the  government  working  together  to  achieve  a
successful outcome for funding and supporting the arts. ”

“Mr Garrett, with all his rhetoric, should have looked more imaginatively at what he could
have done. He should have looked at some other models and other areas to see whether he
could have supported the Australian National Academy of Music and the excellence that has
been harnessed by the academy as a feeder into a whole range of musical areas in this state.
”

“Mr Garrett is only for show. We already knew about his role in the environment; the federal
government would not give him the environment portfolio, but had to give it to Penny Wong
because  he  is  so  useless.  He  now  cannot  even  conduct  his  arts  portfolio  with  any
understanding of the real issues. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“The Australian National Academy of Music is housed in the South Melbourne town hall. For
those members who do not know it, it is a wonderful building. Among the aspects of the
building that makes it so special are the acoustics in the hall. The acoustics are very difficult
to recreate. ”

“We saw another difficulty with acoustics when this government was looking at building a
new music venue near the arts centre, and even the minister in this chamber acknowledged
that the acoustics were wrong and that the government had miscalculated by the tune of
something like $20 million -- -- ”

“ Mr Jennings interjected. ”

“  Mrs COOTE --  No,  I  am referring to the minister  who is  absent  on leave.  Under that
minister's watch the government had forgotten to look into the acoustics and had to allocate
additional funding to cater for the noise of trams. ”

“You would have thought that with all the expert advice the government had received, it
could have gotten it right. ”

“The Australian National Academy of Music is an absolute gem. It operates out of the South
Melbourne town hall, giving hope and support to young people to encourage excellence and
help  them  into  the  future.  The  $2.6  million  of  annual  federal  funding  that  has  been
discontinued by Peter Garrett -- -- ”

“ Mr Guy -- He is a cretin! ”

“ Mrs COOTE -- I will take up Mr Guy's interjection; the minister is a cretin. That is a good
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description. He has no idea about the arts or culture. This decision is an indictment of this
minister and the federal government. It is up to the state government to put pressure on its
federal counterpart to make certain this decision is reversed. ”

*** DAILY HANSARD *** PROOF VERSION ONLY *** DO NOT QUOTE ***

“This is not just a matter for Victoria but for Australia. We have the location, the talent and
the  reputation;  all  we  need  is  for  the  federal  minister  to  reverse  his  decision.  If  the
government has any clout at all with its federal counterpart, let it show its muscle and do
something constructive to make certain the federal government comes to the party with the
additional funding. ”

“Once again I remind the chamber of what Mr Garrett said. Mr Garrett, who had so much to
say in opposition, is not able to put his rhetoric and spin into reality. When in opposition he
said  that  young people  needed to  be supported and that  the Labor  Party  had a  strong
tradition of supporting the arts. Maybe at one time it did, but it certainly does not now, and it
does not look as if it will be supporting the arts in the future. I support the motion. ”

“ Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) -- I urge the chamber to support the motion. Good
comments have been made by all speakers. ”

“I reiterate that this is both a national issue -- an issue about the quality of our support for
excellence in the arts at a national level -- and a Victorian issue about the quality of our
cultural institutions. ”

“Motion agreed to. ”

“Sitting suspended 6.27 p.m. until 8.05 p.m. ”
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